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特許実務における連携の重要性
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Importance of Cooperation between Patent Specialists
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 ,Patent proceedings involve many specialists.  Inventors are specialized in technologyࠉ
patent attorneys in laws, and translators in languages.  During a stage of filing a patent 
application or responding to an office action, these specialists repeatedly pass documents 
among them for obtaining a patent, like football players passing a ball as they get closer 
to the goal.
 Realms of these specialists, however, are so specialized that each specialist tends toࠉ
kick a ball one-sidedly without thinking about how other specialists would like to receive 
the ball.  For example, as a translator, I sometimes find a Japanese patent document 
(claims, specification, and abstract) which seems to be written without paying any 
attention to the basic rules of technical writing in English.  This kind of document is not 
only difficult to translate but also carries a higher risk of mistranslation.  I know it is not 
realistic to simply apply the rules of writing a technical document to a patent document, 
which also plays a role of a legal document.  But still, an original document written with 
no assumption of being translated into other language in further proceedings simply 
hinders rapid and efficient acquisition of a patent right.
 If documents of a base application clearly correspond to those of foreign familyࠉ
applications, handling of office actions becomes easier and smoother.  This is especially 
true when a same prior art document is cited in two or more of the family applications.  
And smooth handling of office actions also benefits for clients in terms of reducing 
handling fee.  Thus, a writer of an original patent document should keep in mind that the 
document may be translated into other language.  Meanwhile, a translator has things to do 
for smoother proceedings as well, such as finding an answer for a technical question he or 
she may have by consulting an appropriate specialist during a translation phase, rather 
than simply leaving translation notes.
 In our firm, I work as a patent attorney in charge of translation, which enables me toࠉ
work in such a manner as to facilitate cooperation between patent specialists.  And I 
believe it is very important for each of patent specialists to care for other specialist's task 
and make an "easy-to-handle pass".   
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